Marine macrophysiology: studying physiological variation across large spatial scales in marine systems.
A new approach toward understanding marine ecosystems has emerged through the integration of ecological physiology and macroecology. This multidisciplinary approach, titled here marine macrophysiology, facilitates unique insight into the foundation of macro-scale ecological patterns, such as biogeographic distributions, via examination of functional attributes of marine organisms across large spatial scales. For example, these broad-scale physiological inquiries confer the ability to directly assess the abundant-center hypothesis (aka Brown's principle) which proposes that species have decreased performance toward their range edges. By extension, the marine macrophysiological perspective also stands to clarify our understanding of more complex macro-scale phenomena such as biological invasions, the design of marine protected areas, and species' responses to global climate change. In this article, we review recent marine macrophysiology research and offer insights into future directions for this emerging field.